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The brief
When Canadian Business launched in 1928, it was the
“house organ” of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
with the officious title, The Commerce of the Nation. And
it looked very much like a dry communications vehicle
for the national business association. Over the years,
there have been a number of changes – most notably a
catchier name, ads and cover art that first appeared in
1930. And while the magazine got a facelift in 2003, the
book’s logo and typeface had been unchanged since
2000, “a near-eternity in the media business,” as CB
editor Joe Chidley puts it.

The challenge
In 2006, the CB brain trust decided that, with their 80th
anniversary on the horizon, a redesign was in order and
scheduled its new look to appear in fall 2007. They held
focus groups early that year and learned that readers
“liked what they were getting but they didn’t really
detect a strong personality to the magazine,” says Tim
Davin, the biweekly’s art director since 2001. “We real-
ized we should go a little bolder, speak out more loudly
in terms of what we have on the page. We had to work
with the existing content but somehow try to bring a
different look and feel to the pages.”

CASESTUDY

Boton beefs up biweekly 
A contemporary look and robust font 
inject a refined masculine aesthetic into 
established octogenarian business title
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After

The skybar images
were tabbed to give
the cover a more
contemporary feel

“By adjusting the
skybar copy and
inset photos above
the logo, we were
able to get a larger,
bolder, full-page
width logo and 
not eat up any
valuable cover
space beneath; 
a big bonus on 
the newsstand,”
says Davin

Davin chose 
Boton for its 
bold, masculine,
authoritative look
that carries a lot 
of graphic weight
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The solution
Davin worked closely and intensely with his
art team, particularly designer Scott Gibbs.
One stage involved poring over dozens of
magazines, old and current, for inspiration,
with one notable exception: “We intentionally
did not look at business magazines. I get them

all so I see what’s there…but I don’t want to be
terribly influenced [by their appearance].”

In the end, the art department created a
look that Davin describes as “more contem-
porary…more graphic than it previously
was.” Right up front there’s a new logo in a
“bold, masculine, authoritative” slab serif
Boton. “Slab serif fonts were created for com-

mercial use, particularly for posters, broad-
sides and signage. It seemed appropriate,” says
Davin. The body copy has also changed to a
serif Minion for easier readability.

Inside, all the columns and shorter articles
were moved up front and packaged in a new
Outlook section. On the page, the book’s very
traditional grid of perfectly aligned columns
of text and centred display copy has been
shaken up. On the Editorials page, for exam-
ple, the two columns of copy jut across the
central grid. A chunky, stacked date and a call-
out box encouraging readers to write-in add
graphic elements to a text-heavy page. (The
magazine’s website, Canadianbusiness.com,
has also been tweaked – by Rogers’ in-house
web designers. Each print issue will have
numerous “web-throws” directing readers to
exclusive online content.)  

And while the art department’s budget 
hasn’t changed, Davin plans to reallocate
funds. “My intention is to put the money on
the splash [opening] pages of the features
[with] larger full-page and double-page 
photographs” – and occasionally use no-
budget graphics (like the speech box in the
Editorials section) and white space to lighten
up subsequent pages. — Allan Britnell

Graphic elements
and white space
help lighten up this
text-heavy page

More call-outs 
have been added 
to communicate
with readers and
direct them to the
magazine’s website

Minion provides a
larger X-height for
easier readability
while still allowing
the same amount
of words per line

More money is spent on opening spreads
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